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Improve your life on all levels—mentally, physically, emotionally, and
spiritually—with this essential reference guide to 160 easily-procured crystals,
minerals, and stones. Packed with practical knowledge and 190 beautiful fullcolor photos, this easy-to-use handbook will teach you all about the gemstone
world. Each page provides you with concise information: stone name and
properties, color, corresponding chakra, planet, element, zodiac sign,
numerological association, and mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual uses.
Margaret Ann Lembo's metaphysical crystal directory will also give you Mohs
scale ratings, divinatory meanings, and a series of positive affirmations for each
stone. Learn how to charge, cleanse, and use gemstones in healing grids, plus
how to use them as oracles for personal development and spiritual awakening.
Praise: "When energetically used with the understandings and tips provided in
this A–Z essential guide, all good things are possible. Your 'everything' go-to for
crystals!" —Cyndi Dale, bestselling author of The Complete Book of Chakra
Healing and Beyond Soul Mates "A must-have guide for anyone who even enjoys
picking up rocks. Her straight-from-the-hip approach is matched by her passion,
love and knowledge of each and every geode, multifaceted crystal, and
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everything in between." —Joan Ranquet, author of Communication with All Life
The full-colour Rough Guide to Malaysia, Singapore and Brunei is the ultimate
guide to these three exciting Southeast Asian destinations, covering all their
attractions, from amazing national parks and historic temples to gorgeous
beaches and islands. This new, fully updated edition features redrawn maps,
evocative photography and all-new author itineraries that take in both big sights
and less visited spots. Revamped sections on Penang and Singapore offer more
detail on cultural sights, new museums and budget accommodation; there's
improved coverage of Sarawak's most popular national parks, Mulu and Bako;
while old favourites like Mount Kinabalu and the Perhentian Islands get have
been thoroughly revised. There's also plenty of practical information on topics like
budget flights, river transport, etiquette and the excellent local cuisines to help
you get the best out of your trip, whatever your budget.
Identifies approximately one thousand markets for Christian writers, including
book publishers and periodicals, each with contact information and submission
guidelines, and includes listings of literary agents, poetry, greeting card, music,
and photography markets, and contests.
The Resource Guide to Getting Published A unique guide to publishing for
Christian readers, the Christian Writers’ Market Guide 2008 offers the most
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proven and comprehensive collection of ideas, resources, and contact
information to the industry. For more than twenty years, the Christian Writers’
Market Guide has delivered indispensable help to Christian writers, from a CDROM of the full text of the book so you can easily search for topics, publishers,
and other specific names; to up-to-date listings of more than 1,200 markets for
books, articles, stories, poetry, and greeting cards, including forty-three new book
publishers, fifty-one new periodicals, and fifteen new literary agencies. Perfect for
writers in every phase, this is the resource you need to get noticed–and
published. “An indispensable tool. The reference you have to buy.” Writers’
Journal “Essential for anyone seeking to be published in the Christian
community.” The Midwest Book Review “Stands out from the rest with its wealth
of information and helpful hints.” Book Reviews for Church Librarians Completely
updated and revised the Guide features more than… 1,200 markets for the written
word * 675 periodicals * 405 book publishers * 240 poetry markets * 114 card and
specialty markets * 37 e-book publishers * 120 literary agents * 332 photography
markets * 98 foreign markets * 98 newspapers * 53 print-on-demand publishers *
writers’ conferences and groups * pay rates and submission guidelines * more
resources and tools for all types of writing and related topics.
Slim enough to fit in a pocket while traveling, "Charming Small Hotel Guide:
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Austria" offers a selection of over 240 fine places to stay, all shown in high-quality
color photos.
600 Basic Japanese VerbsThe Essential Reference Guide: Learn the Japanese
Vocabulary and Grammar You Need to Learn Japanese and Master the
JLPTTuttle Publishing
Effective risk communication is essential to the well-being of any organization
and those people who depend on it. Ineffective communication can cost lives,
money and reputations. Communicating Risks and Benefits: An Evidence-Based
User’s Guide provides the scientific foundations for effective communications.
The book authoritatively summarizes the relevant research, draws out its
implications for communication design, and provides practical ways to evaluate
and improve communications for any decision involving risks and benefits. Topics
include the communication of quantitative information and warnings, the roles of
emotion and the news media, the effects of age and literacy, and tests of how
well communications meet the organization’s goals. The guide will help users in
any organization, with any budget, to make the science of their communications
as sound as the science that they are communicating.
Do you experience stress? Are you interested in better health and well-being? Do
you pursue happiness? If you answered yes to any of these questions, you need
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to read this book. If you answered no, you’re in denial. All of us can use a little
help to become happier or healthier. Unfortunately, the help we get is often too
scary: “if you don’t do this or that, some catastrophic event of epic proportions
will happen.” Prilleltensky’s approach, in contrast, is to help you become
healthier and happier through laughter. In this hilarious book, Prilleltensky
combines humor with science to help you improve your well-being. Each chapter
consists of the Laughing Side, a series of funny stories; and the Learning Side, a
research-based, user-friendly guide to health and happiness. The first chapter
provides an overview of well-being, while subsequent chapters cover each of its
six domains: Interpersonal, Community, Occupational, Physical, Psychological,
and Economic (I COPPE). When you finish the book you’ll have a greater
understanding of your life, and ways to make it better.
“Belongs in the bookshelf of every cruising vessel.”—Blue Water Sailing “If you
are serious about that extended voyage, read The Voyager’s
Handbook.”—Sailing “Every now and then a new voice emerges in the world of
sailing literature that stands out, a voice that is both clear and of lasting quality.
The appearance of such a new voice is something of an event, and that’s what
we’d call the publication of The Voyager’s Handbook.”—Blue Water Sailing This
inspirational and comprehensive manual leads you step by step through every
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aspect of choosing, planning, and following the voyager’s life. Using three
example boats representing three cruising lifestyles—Simplicity, Moderation, and
Highlife—Beth Leonard helps make your bluewater dreams come true, whether
you’re sailing on a shoestring or a CEO’s pension. Starting with the things you
can’t do without—an enthusiastic crew, a seaworthy boat, and, of course,
money—Leonard offers sage advice on how to select crewmembers who are truly
committed to the voyage, how to choose the right boat for you, and how to find
just the right approach to financing your voyage and making the most of every
dollar spent. Managing life from a floating home and keeping that home livable,
seaworthy, and safe requires you to become, among other things, the ship’s
purser, engineer, doctor, cook, and cruise director. You’ll discover how to
prepare for these new roles and put necessary equipment and arrangements in
place before you untie your docklines. This exquisitely detailed guide also helps
you master the skills you’ll need to handle a boat at sea with a small crew,
including Weather forecasting Passage planning Watchkeeping Heavy-weather
sailing Emergency management Midocean repairs Complete with dozens of easyto-use graphs and tables for quick reference, along with the hard-won wisdom of
experienced cruisers, The Voyager’s Handbook is the ultimate resource for
anyone who is planning, preparing for, or just dreaming about a great adventure
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on the high seas.
More than 700 basic words, phrases, and sentences cover everything from
asking directions to ordering dinner. This new edition of Dover’s inexpensive
quick reference and study guide is completely up to date, featuring contemporary
terms for telecommunications, idioms, and slang. Contents are arranged for swift
access to common situations, and a phonetic pronunciation guide accompanies
each phrase.
Dawson and Guare offer guidance for boosting executive skills-- the core brain
based abilities needed to get more done with less stress. They provide simple yet
effective strategies for maintaining focus, conquering clutter, staying on top of
work demands, and taming the chaos of family life.
Presents a guide to learning Arabic that contains elements of grammar,
vocabulary, pronunciation, and conversation, as well as an English-Arabic
vocabulary list and an accompanying CD with exercises to help with
pronunciation.
For the traveller who plans to self-drive. Learn about New Zealand from a real
professional travel writer/photographer who has travelled throughout the entire
country for twenty years searching for travel articles and photographs. He will
personally introduce you to the fabulous scenic wonders of New Zealand,
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exciting activities for the most adventuresome to the laid back. He will take you to
the best cafes and restaurants and sip exquisite wines at their sources. Meet the
whales, swim with rare Hector dolphins, cavort with baby seals, guided to
isolated beaches and walk through pristine wilderness, raft wild rivers and kayak
serene lakes and stand in awe at the foot of the majestic Southern Alps and walk
on a glacier. Discover the wild and wonderful world of New Zealand and maybe
try out the bungy jump and take a jet boat ride. Learn how to get the best rental
vehicle, best accommodation to fit your needs and budget and be sure to sign up
for your own free personal itinerary offered in this book.
"This book explores the intricate and multifaceted nature of biblical music through
a detailed look into four major episodes and genres. This investigation
demonstrates how music helped shape and define the self-identity of ancient
Israel"--Provided by publisher.
600 Basic Japanese Verbs is a handy, easy-to-use guide to one of the building
blocks of Japanese grammar—verbs. This book will be an essential resource for
students wishing to learn Japanese as it shows how to conjugate the 600 most
common Japanese verbs quickly, and with very little effort. This is the only guide
to list all verb forms in both Japanese script and romanized form, while giving an
accurate English translation for each conjugated form, making this book far more
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comprehensive than any other book on the subject. Compiled by Japanese
language experts at The Hiro Japanese Center, more than 30 different verbal
forms are given for each verb including all forms used in contemporary spoken,
written, formal and conversational Japanese—making this the ideal reference
when reading any sort of Japanese printed materials including manga,
newspapers, magazines and books. 600 Basic Japanese Verbs places an expert
resource at your fingertips, giving you the information you need to speak, read,
and write Japanese sentences correctly. Key features of this book are: Includes
all the most useful verbs and Kanji (logographic Chinese characters) in
Japanese, including less common ones. A wealth of example sentences are
given to demonstrate correct verb usage. Over 30 forms are given for each verb
including polite or formal, plain, negative, potential, conditional, passive,
causative, and many more. Both Kana, Japanese script, and romanized forms
are given for each entry. An ideal study guide for the standard Advanced
Placement college test and the Japanese Language Proficiency Exam. Special
sections are devoted to compound verbs and suru verbs such as Kaimono suru
(to shop), benkyo suru (to study), and much more.
The study guide is designed to help students retain key chapter content and
apply critical thinking skills. Expanded activities include new critical thinking
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exercises, web activities, and hands-on applications. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Concise discussions of the lives and principal works of American writers, thinkers, and
cultural figures, written by subject experts.
As portals between the physical and spiritual planes, the chakras offer unparalleled
opportunities for growth, healing, and transformation. Anodea Judith's classic
introduction to the chakra system, which has sold over 200,000 copies, has been
completely updated and expanded. It includes revised chapters on relationships,
evolution, and healing, and a new section on raising children with healthy chakras.
Wheels of Life takes you on a powerful journey through progressively transcendent
levels of consciousness. View this ancient metaphysical system through the light of new
metaphors, ranging from quantum physics to child development. Learn how to explore
and balance your own chakras using poetic meditations and simple yoga
movements—along with gaining spiritual wisdom, you'll experience better health, more
energy, enhanced creativity, and the ability to manifest your dreams. Praise: "Wheels of
Life is the most significant and influential book on the chakras ever written."— John
Friend, founder of Anusara Yoga
This book was created to be a user manual because it’s not just technology that needs
a guide – the human machine also requires its instruction manual. By addressing a few
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conditions, one is able to prevent, cure, or at least improve most diseases. The
question is: how to raise awareness among those who do not think about targeting the
cause, but only the symptom? Creating guidelines for maintaining health and not just
follow industry protocols for treating illnesses is the goal of The Longevity Handbook.
This book summarizes decades of research and offers new studies and findings to be
applied for integral health: a new awareness about the functioning of the human
machine and how to get the most out of it, supply it with the best, achieve high
performance, eliminate what hinders its operation, adjust all gears, and strengthen its
system. With adjustments and prevention, this wonderful and perfect machine will have
more longevity and, above all, quality of life while it is in operation. Unique formulas
developed by the author based on vitamins, minerals, fibers, and probiotics available in
foods and supplements are presented in this book, along with their associated benefits
and implications for immunity and overall health. The purpose of this work is to serve as
a source of information and research showing another view on the origin of diseases,
which are often omitted or neglected in orthodox prevention and treatment. Examples
are given on the benefits that can be achieved by stopping to use a single, common
tool (drugs) and starting to treat the causes, using various sciences such as clinical
nutrition, medical biochemistry, orthomolecular practice, phytotherapy, biophysics,
homeopathy, homotoxicology, and traditional Chinese medicine.
In today's dynamic health care environment, medical assistants are playing an
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increasingly important role. DELMAR'S COMPREHENSIVE MEDICAL ASSISTING:
ADMINISTRATIVE AND CLINICAL COMPETENCIES, Fifth Edition, helps you gain the
knowledge and skills needed to succeed in this rewarding, rapidly growing field. Known
for its thorough coverage, extensive technical detail, and accurate, up-to-date content,
this proven book covers clinical tasks such as taking patients' medical histories,
recording vital signs, explaining procedures, and assisting care providers during exams,
as well as administrative duties including managing patient information, electronic
medical records (EMR), insurance documentation, billing, and bookkeeping. In addition,
chapter material and learning objectives are clearly mapped to ABHES, CAAHEP, and
MAERB competencies, with an increased focus on professionalism and personal
effectiveness, to help you hone practical, real-world skills and prepare for certification.
The guide also supports effective learning with a variety of online resources to help you
make the most of your study time, including interactive quizzes for self-assessment and
the popular Critical Thinking Challenge application. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
The Essential Youth Mobility Visa Guide contains more than 50 pages of useful
information to help you get your Tier 5 YMS visa and settle into life in the UK. Save
yourself the time and stress — use this easy-to-navigate guide to apply for your UK
Youth Mobility Visa!
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Presents thousands of United States laws and legal questions involving all aspects of
life, including marriage, estate planning, disabilities, and consumer credit.
We travel to grow – our Adventure Guides show you how. Experience the places you
visit more directly, freshly, intensely than you would otherwise – sometimes best done
on foot, in a canoe, or through cultural adventures like art courses, cooking classes,
learning the language, meeting the people, joining in the festivals and celebrations. This
can make your trip life-changing, unforgettable. All of the detailed information you need
is here about the hotels, restaurants, shopping, sightseeing. But we also lead you to
new discoveries, turning corners you haven't turned before, helping you to interact with
the world in new ways. That's what makes our Adventure Guides unique. Print edition is
440 pages. An excellent addition to the Adventure Guide series, packed with detail,
from where to stay and eat, to where to shop for local crafts and how to enjoy historic
sites. This guide surveys the wildlife and outdoor opportunities of the country, which
range from tropical jungle to high plains deserts. Hiking and viewing opportunities blend
with cultural insights. Highly recommended. -- The Midwest Book Review. A country
with a smorgasbord of landscapes, Bolivia is a unique destination. Tropical jungles in
the Amazon Basin give way to beautiful deserts in the altiplano. The Andes, with four of
the world's highest peaks, offer some of the best hiking, climbing and caving on earth.
Water covers 14 per cent of the country's territory, including stunning Lake Titicaca, the
highest navigable lake in the world. Throughout, Bolivia is sprinkled with ruins of prePage 13/22
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Inca civilizations ripe for exploration. Here, Vivien Lougheed shares her passion for
Bolivia, telling you about the history, geography, landscape, hidden treasures and top
highlights. Comprehensive background information - history, culture, geography and
climate - gives you a solid knowledge of each destination and its people. Regional
chapters take you on an introductory tour, with stops at museums, historic sites and
local attractions. Places to stay and eat; transportation to, from and around your
destination; practical concerns; tourism contacts - it's all here! Detailed regional and
town maps feature walking and driving tours. Then come the adventures - fishing,
canoeing, hiking, rafting, llama trips and more. Never galloped along a beach on
horseback, trekked up a mountain, explored ancient sites? Adventure Guides include
extensive lists of recommended outfitters, with all contact details - e-mail, website,
phone number and location.
By putting people at the centre of interactive design, user experience (UX) techniques
are now right at the heart of digital media design and development. As a designer, you
need to create work that will impact positively on everyone who is exposed to it.
Whether it's passive and immutable or interactive and dynamic, the success of your
design will depend largely on how well the user experience is constructed.User
Experience Design shows how researching and understanding users' expectations and
motivations can help you develop effective, targeted designs. The authors explore the
use of scenarios, personas and prototyping in idea development, and will help you get
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the most out of the latest tools and techniques to produce interactive designs that users
will love.With practical projects to get you started, and stunning examples from some of
today's most innovative studios, this is an essential introduction to modern UXD.

The quick way to learn Windows 10 This is learning made easy. Get more done
quickly with Windows 10. Jump in wherever you need answers--brisk lessons
and colorful screenshots show you exactly what to do, step by step. Discover fun
and functional Windows 10 features! Work with the new, improved Start menu
and Start screen Learn about different sign-in methods Put the Cortana personal
assistant to work for you Manage your online reading list and annotate articles
with the new browser, Microsoft Edge Help safeguard your computer, your
information, and your privacy Manage connections to networks, devices, and
storage resources
This book is a complete guide to Forest School provision and Nature Pedagogy
and it examines the models, methods, worldviews and values that underpin
teaching in nature. Cree and Robb show how a robust Nature Pedagogy can
support learning, behaviour, and physical and emotional wellbeing, and,
importantly, a deeper relationship with the natural world. They offer an overview
of what a Forest School programme could look like through the year. The
Essential Guide to Forest School and Nature Pedagogy provides ‘real-life’
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examples from a variety of contexts, sample session plans and detailed guidance
on using language, crafting and working with the natural world. This accessible
resource guides readers along the Forest School path, covering topics such as:
the history of nature education; our sensory system in nature; Forest School
ethos and worldview and playing and crafting in the natural world. Guiding
practitioners through planning for a programme, including taking care of a
woodland site and preparing all the essential policies and procedures for working
with groups and nature, this book is written by dedicated Forest School and
nature education experts and is essential reading for settings, schools, youth
groups, families and anyone working with children and young people.
Disasters strike every day, but despite the best laid plans you may find yourself in
one with only the clothes on your back and without a well packed first-aid kit. In
Essential Survival Gear, J. Morgan Ayres explains in detail what you need to
have when a dire emergency occurs, wherever you are, whoever you are.
Ayres—a former Green Beret, martial arts master, and wilderness and urban
survivalist—explains his four-layer concept (clothing, day bag, backpack, basic
equipment and luxuries) and profiles and provides photos of a broad range of
gear, with recommendations on what works best in what scenario—from
cityscapes to wilderness and everywhere in between—and how to use it.
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Explains how to plan a motorcycle trip, recommends clothing and accessories,
and offers tips on safety.
Planning a trip around the world? Let First-Time Around the World get you
started. Loaded with the very latest travel information, including all you need to
know about round-the-world tickets to teaching and working overseas, this predeparture guide will help get you make the most out of your ultimate journey. The
guide begins with the ‘Things Not to Miss’ section with suggested itineraries,
route maps, details on what to bring, when to go, how much it will cost and which
vaccinations will keep you healthy. The individual country profiles highlight the
best places to visit with country-specific websites and necessary budget
information for your first time world trip. There are plenty of useful tips to help
save you money, keep you safe and maximise your time on the road. The guide
comes complete with concise regional information, with overland maps and
details on weather, major attractions and unmissable festivals.
An up-to-date guide for cruise lovers provides authoritative reviews and
descriptions of every major ship sailing the Caribbean, along with full-color
photographs, detailed coverage of ports of call--as well as local excursions and
costs--and tips for travelers regarding the major U.S. ports of embarkation.
Original.
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Every Nook and Cranny is a series of autobiographical travel guides touching on
every continent, most countries, and hundreds of islands. Travel with the author
through steamy jungles and bird-filled tropical rainforests, from scorching deserts
to the wilderness of Arctic regions, and from Stone Age tribes to the
sophistication of the world’s most modern cities. Explore the ancient civilizations,
and participate in amazing wildlife encounters. The author’s personal
experiences are related together with some historical facts, many interesting
stories, adventurous episodes, and several amusing anecdotes. In-depth and
descriptive passages are illustrated with hundreds of photographs that will enable
readers to visualize and fully appreciate the text.
Mauritius is a conundrum. A small, exotic, multiethnic island nation in the Indian
Ocean, to some it is a multicultural "rainbow," a haven of peace, love, and
understanding. Others see it as ethnically divided, cultivating only "sugarcane
and prejudice." Opinions differ as to whether it is a Creole island, a Hindudominated Little India, or a neo-colonial outpost of the French-speaking world.
Optimists see it as the biggest social and economic miracle of the post-colonial
world, whereas pessimists believe it to be a social accident waiting to happen.
For many visitors Mauritius appears to be a carefree tropical paradise, but its
complexity will baffle any foreigner who dares to leave the comfort of the luxury
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beach resort. Daily life is far from idyllic for the majority of the population
struggling to reconcile traditional culture and old ethno-religious antagonisms with
the demands of the modern world. Mauritius is a very new nation, formed over
the past three centuries. Although the South and East Asian influence is very
strong, its most defining characteristic is its very multiculturalism. Its traditions
reflect the diversity of the people, and Mauritian language, food and religion form
an intoxicating medley. Other customs have been created locally and are shared
by all, such as the lively and popular musical tradition of sega. Modernization and
global economics mean many younger Mauritians now share a common culture
and outlook on life, where the sense of being Mauritian outweighs ancestral ties
and divisive communalism. Culture Smart! Mauritius will help you make sense of
the modern and the traditional, of shared and ancestral culture, and enable you
to navigate your way through the contradictions at the heart of modern Mauritius.
Show the expected courtesy and respect and you will meet many extraordinary,
warm-hearted, patient, and friendly people who are keen to welcome outsiders
from any part of the world.
CliffsQuickReview course guides cover the essentials of your toughest classes. Get a firm grip
on core concepts and key material, and test your newfound knowledge with review questions.
Whether want to use your language skills as a student, traveler, or businessperson,
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CliffsQuickReview French I can help. This guide introduces each the basics of French structure
and vocabulary. The clear-cut, concise explanations and thematic lists of high-frequency words
are handy means of enhancing your memory. In no time, you'll be ready to tackle other
concepts in this book such as Pronunciation Definite, indefinite, and partitive articles Present
tense verbs The Passé Composé Future and conditional tenses Reflexive verbs
CliffsQuickReview French I acts as a supplement to your textbook and to classroom lectures.
Use this reference in any way that fits your personal style for study and review — you decide
what works best with your needs. Here are just a few ways you can search for topics: Use the
free Pocket Guide full of essential information Get a glimpse of what you'll gain from a chapter
by reading through the Chapter Check-In at the beginning of each chapter Use the Chapter
Checkout at the end of each chapter to gauge your grasp of the important information you
need to know Test your knowledge more completely in the CQR Review and look for additional
sources of information in the CQR Resource Center Use the glossary to find key terms fast.
With titles available for all the most popular high school and college courses,
CliffsQuickReview guides are a comprehensive resource that can help you get the best
possible grades.
Custody and Support: Get the Answers You Need When you’re getting divorced, you can
make a tough time easier for yourself and your children if you work with the other parent to
agree on a custody plan and child support. If you can’t resolve these issues, you’ll have to
head to court and ask a judge to decide for you. Either way, Nolo’s Essential Guide to Child
Custody & Support can help. You’ll learn: how negotiation and mediation can keep costs down
and improve future dealings with your ex where to find your state’s child support guidelines
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how judges make custody decisions how to enforce and change custody and support orders
how court trials work how Covid-19 is affecting custody arrangements and family court
hearings, and when you need a lawyer and how to work with one. You’ll also find specifics
about each state’s laws, including what factors courts consider when they rule on custody
arrangements and what happens when one parent wants to move away with the children.
Containing original essays; historical narratives, biographical memoirs, sketches of society,
topographical descriptions, novels and tales, anecdotes, select extracts from new and
expensive works, the spirit of the public journals, discoveries in the arts and sciences, useful
domestic hints, etc. etc. etc.
This step-by-step, highly visual text provides a comprehensive introduction to managing and
maintaining computer hardware and software. Written by best-selling author and educator
Jean Andrews, A+ GUIDE TO MANAGING AND MAINTAINING YOUR PC closely integrates
the CompTIAA+ Exam objectives to prepare you for the 220-801 and 220-802 certification
exams. The new Eighth Edition also features extensive updates to reflect current technology,
techniques, and industry standards in the dynamic, fast-paced field of PC repair. Each chapter
covers both core concepts and advanced topics, organizing material to facilitate practical
application and encourage you to learn by doing. Supported by a wide range of supplemental
resources to enhance learning—including innovative tools, interactive exercises and activities,
and online study guides—this proven text offers an ideal way to prepare you for success as a
professional PC repair technician. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Indispensable travel advice from Everyone's Favourite Butler A world authority on the art of
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travel, Charles MacPherson has planned itineraries for celebrities and business leaders, and
trained the staff of some of the world's leading hotels. In this easy-to-follow guide, you will find
his tips on how to: • Plan Your Trip: choose luggage and accommodations, master wrinkle-free
packing, secure an upgrade and manage your schedule. • Travel in Style: for business or
pleasure; by plane, train, cruise ship, coach, yacht, car or even private jet. • Make the Most of
Your Stay: get help from the concierge (every hotel's best-kept secret) and navigate
international dining etiquette and tipping culture. And much more! Slip this compact book into
your carry-on luggage for a trusted companion wherever your travels may take you.
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